EIZO Releases Two Cost Performance 15”
FlexScan® Touch Panel LCD Monitors

Hakusan, Ishikawa, October 10, 2007 – Eizo Nanao Corporation (TSE: 6737) today introduced two 15-inch touch panel LCD monitors, the FlexScan T1501 and FlexScan T1502. Both models are equipped with an analog resistive touch panel which offers a fast touch response, long touch life, low energy consumption, and acceptance of finger, glove, and touch pen input. These factors and their sturdy construction ensure reliable, cost efficient operation for kiosks, factories, point-of-sale, and reception areas.

The appearance and specifications of the two products are nearly identical with their primary difference being their communications protocol; the FlexScan T1501 uses an RS-232C port and the FlexScan T1502 a USB port. Both monitors have a 1024 x 768 native resolution, 195 cd/m² brightness, and 700:1 contrast ratio. A wide variety of color adjustment options are available in the OSD menu including brightness, contrast, color temperature, gamma, and gain. A low maximum power consumption of only 25 watts helps reduce the running cost.

The touch panel is built into the monitors. It has a touch life of over 10 million touches and optical clarity of 80%. Finger, glove, and touch pen input are accepted, making these monitors ideal for a variety of environments. For users requiring a touch pen, EIZO offers its TP1 touch panel pointer (sold separately).

DVI-D and D-sub mini 15 pin inputs allow for simultaneous connection to computers outfitted with digital or analog graphics boards. A button on the front panel lets the user quickly toggle between input signals when two computers are connected to the monitor at the same time.

Additional features include dual 0.5-watt speakers hidden away at the bottom of the monitor bezel for audio confirmation of touch input, three viewing modes – Text, Custom, and sRGB, and EIZO’s BrightRegulator sensor on the front panel. BrightRegulator reads the ambient light and adjusts the screen’s brightness accordingly. This ensures the screen is never too bright or too dark and helps prevent eye fatigue.

Availability
The FlexScan T1501 and T1502 are now shipping. Availability varies by country so please contact the EIZO subsidiary or distributor in your country for details.

About EIZO
Eizo Nanao Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of high-end visual display products with a wide range of LCD monitors. The image quality, long-term reliability, and innovative features of EIZO monitors make them the products of choice in many financial trading rooms, hospitals, back offices, and design studios throughout the world. EIZO is based in Japan and represented in more than fifty countries by a network of exclusive distributors.
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